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Macaque PBMC samples were processed for intracellular cytokine assay as described in Materials & Methods. (Top) Representative gating of flow cytometry data is shown: hierarchical gating included a lymphocyte gate based on forward/side light scatter, exclusion of dead (Alexa430-positive) cells, exclusion of monocytes/macrophages (CD14+) and B cells (CD20+) and inclusion of T cells (CD3+), and discrimination of T cells into CD4+ and CD8+ populations. (Bottom) Expression of cytokine (IFNγ or IL-2) versus cell activation (CD69+) in PBMCs, from an individual macaque, that had been stimulated with the HIV Gag peptide pool (Gag Stim) or not stimulated (No Stim). The numbers represent the proportions of CD4 or CD8 T cells that are CD69+Cytokine+. 